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Basic Features And Functions of The Robot/
Factory Reset And Recommended Parameters

OK-787 Basic Features And Functions of The Robot
Double spin technology ensures different degrees of speed, curve and spin are served. The
technology can also set straight (no spin) serves that other robots with a single spin wheel are
unable to provide.
Serves can be set to land on 1-9 points from left to right on the entire width of the table. Press
the lit up number buttons on the control panel to select the landing point(s) desired.
The levels of top-wheel speed, bottom-wheel speed and serving frequency are shown on
digital display, making the adjustment of serves much easier and more accurate.
Self programming allows players to set the combination of serves based on the desired level of
difficulty. Two Programs are allowed to restore.
There are 6 mode selections to choose from:
1. Fixed mode
Various kinds of serves land continuously at one point to be chosen from 1-9
points.
2. Built-in mode There are 9 built-in serve combinations programmed for the player to
choose.Serving parameters can separately be set and adjusted as desired by the player.
3. Random mode Balls land randomly in either long range or short range on 1-9 possible
points across the table, with a choice of landings: a) on the entire width of the table
(1-9 landing points), b) only the left side (1-5 landing points) , or C) only the right side (5-9
landing points).
4. Mixed random mode Both long range and short range balls are served randomly on
1-9 possible points across the entire width of the table, with a choice of landings:
a) on the entire width of the table (1-9 landing points),
b) only the left side (1 - 5 landing points),
c) only the right side (5- 9 landing points).
5. Program mode A combination of various landings can be set on the entire table as
desired by the player. Serves will land on the points as set under Program 1 or
Program 2.
6.Examination mode Combinations of serves are set in accordance with the 2-level
requirements by the Examination Bureau.
Equipped with a timer and ball counter on a digital display.
Equipped with a memory function that can restore the most recent setting for repeat training or
use.
Equipped with a reset function that can restore to the factory recommended parameters.
Enclosed with a ball collection net that helps to collect the returned balls into the collection
dish of the robot, saving time and increasing efficiency.

Factory Reset And Recommended Parameters
Type of Spin
No Spin
Factory
Reset Top Spin
Under Spin

Top-wheel speed Bottom-wheel speed

Serving Frequency
(Balls/Min)

Remarks
Default

Top Spin

Recommended Side Top Spin
Parameters Under Spin
Side Under spin

Hints: Please use the Factory Reset Parameters when using the robot for
the first time. Press Start/Stop to confirm and operate. Users can adjust
and set the parameters based on their level of technique.

I. Start And Stop
II. Adjustment of Serving Frequency
III. Selection of Spin Type and Adjustment of Spin Speed
Ⅳ. The Setting of Fixed Mode
V. The Setting of Inbuilt Mode
VI. The Setting of Random Mode
VII. The Setting of Mixed Random Mode
VIII. The Setting of Program Mode
IX.The Setting of Combinations of Serves
X. The Setting of Examination Mode
XI. Reset of Factory Recommended Parameters

Landing point buttons 1 -9
Built-in program buttons 1-9
Landing point lights 1-9
Built-in program lights 1-9

Left light for random mode
(1-5 landing points)
Middle light for random mode
(1-9 landing points)
Fixed mode indication light
Built -in mode ind icati on light
Right light for random mod e
(5-9 landing points) button

Bottom spin
indication light
No spin
indication light
Top spin
indication light

Random mode but ton
Fixed/built-in mode
selection button

Program mode button
Start/Stop button

Serving frequency
adjustment button

Top-wheel speed Bottom-wheel
Time and ball count Mixed Random
adjustment button speed adjustment
selection button
mode button
button
Examination
set button
Type of spin
Time (Min)/PCS
Program set button
selection button adjustment button

Top-wheel Bottom-wheel
speed
speed

I. Start And Stop

Start/ Stop button

Press the Start/Stop button once, the light
for which will turn from red to green and
the robot will start.
Press the Start/Stop button once again, the
light for which will turn back to red and the
robot will stop.

II. Adjustment of Serving Frequency
Press the button once, the number on the digital display
will be increased by one . One more serve is set per minute.
Hold down the button and the number on the digital
display will quickly be increased until 99.
Press the button once, the number on the digital
display will be decreased by one . One fewer serve is set
per minute. Hold down the button and the number on
the digital display will quickly be decreased until 30.
Hints: Adjustment of serving frequency can be made whenever
the robot is in operation.

III. Selection of Spin Type and Adjustment of Spin Speed
1. Selection of Spin Tye

Under the Fixed mode or Random mode,
a)press the Revolving Set button until the light for the Top Spin
turns on. Top Spin is set and the two numbers displayed
denote the levels of the top- wheel speed and bottomspeed last set and used.
b)press the Revolving Set button until the light for the No Spin
turns on.No Spin is set,and the Top-wheel speed and
Bottom-wheel speed default to 3.5 and 3.0 respectively.
c)press the Revolving Set button until the light for the Bottom
Spin turns on. Bottom Spin is set and the two numbers
displayed denote the levels of top-wheel speed and
bottom- speed last set and used.

a) b) c)

2. Adjustment of Spin Speed

Press the buttons for the Top-wheel speed and bottomwheel speed to adjust the levels of the spin. The numbers
displayed range from 0.5 to 9.9 . Hold down the or and
the number displayed will quickly be increased or decreased
respectively. The higher the number, the stronger is the spin
speed.

Hints: The adjustment can be made when the robot is in operation
or under the Stop mode.

Ⅳ. The Setting of Fixed Mode
Landing point buttons 1-9
Built-in program buttons 1-9

Press the Fixed/ Inbuilt Mode
button until the light for ' Fixed'
turns on.
Select and press one of the buttons
for the 1-9 landing points you
desire. The corresponding light will
turn on.
Press the Start/Stop button, the light
for which will turn from red to
green. Balls will continuously land
on the point that you have selected.

V. The Setting of Inbuilt Mode
Landing point buttons 1-9
Built-in program buttons 1-9

Press the Fixed/Inbuilt Mode button
until the light for 'Inbuilt' turns on.
Select and press one of the buttons for
Built-in programs 1-9 you desire. The
corresponding light will turns on.
Press the Start/Stop button, the light for
which will turns from red to green. The
Inbuilt Mode is activated.
Hints: All serving parameters can be
adjusted during the operation of the
mode. When serves fall out of bounds or
into the net, adjustment of serving
curve is required.

Notes：
Combinations ① ③ Consist of topspin serves designed for training of forehand drives at left and right
sides of the table along with the footwork practice.
Combinations ② ④ Consist of backspin serves designed for training of forehand and backhand drives
using the technique of the loop shot.
Combinations ⑤ ⑥ Consist of topspin serves designed for training of forehand and backhand drives,
⑦ and all forehand drives at left and right sides of the table along with the technique of
a) side to side footwork and b) cross-over footwork.
Combinations ⑧ ⑨ Consist of topspin serves falling at 1-9 landing points on the entire width of
the table. They are designed for the players to upgrade their offensive and
defensive ability.

VI.The Setting of Random Mode
Press the Random Mode button once. The middle light
for the mode will turn on green. Balls served will land
randomly on 1-9 points across the entire width of the
table.
Press the Random Mode button once again. The right
light for the mode will turn on red. Balls served will land
randomly on 5-9 points at the right side of the court only.
Press the Random Mode button once again. The left light
for the mode will turn on red. Balls served will land
randomly on 1-5 points at the left side of the court only.
Press the Start/Stop button and the random mode is
activated in accordance with the above step
or
selected.
Hints: Change of function mode can be made whenever the robot is in operation.

VII. The Setting of Mixed Random Mode
Refer to the above section VI to select as you desire the setting
of serves landing randomly on 1-9 points across the entire
width of the table, on 5-9 points at the right side of the table
only, or on 1-5 points at the left side of the table only.
Press the Mix Random Mode button, the light for which will
turn on.
Press the Start/Stop button to activate the mode. Both long
range and short range balls are served randomly on the table in
accordance to the setting of step above.
Hints: 1. Change of function mode can be made whenever the robot is in operation.
2.When serves fall out of bounds or into the net, adjustment of serving curve is required.

VIII. The Setting of Program Mode
Press the Program Mode button until the
light for P1 (program 1) or P2
( program 2 ) that you desire and select
turns on.
Press the Start/Stop button, the light for
which will turn from red to green. The
P1 or P2 is activated.
Hints: All serving parameters can be adjusted
during the operation of the mode. When serves
fall out of bounds or into the net, adjustment of
serving curve is required.

IX.The Setting of Combinations of Serves
Landing point buttons 1-9

Two combinations of serves can be
programmed and restored. Before the
programs are set, top-wheel speed, bottomwheel speed, serving frequency and
serving curve should be adjusted and set as
you desire under the Fixed mode.
Press the Set button. The indication light
for P1 and one of the lights for landing
points 1-9 will blink.
Press Program Mode button to select P1 or
P2. The corresponding light for P1 or P2
will blink.

Press one of the numbered buttons to select the landing point desired. The corresponding light for
the landing point selected will turn on. The first serve is set and saved. Follow the same procedure
to set the 2nd, 3 rd………up to the maximum 32 nd serve (there is no limit to repeatedly set the
same number of the landing point).
Press the Program Mode button. The light for P1 or P2 that you selected will stop blinking and
stay lit.All the above settings mentioned in this section will be saved. The current settings
will override the last program previously set. (This step can be skipped and direct go to the
following step if you want to run the combination immediately upon the completion of
the program.)
Press the Start/Stop button. P1 or P2 is now activated. The corresponding light for P 1 or P2
will turn on. Balls are served in accordance to the settings under the selected P1 or P2.

X. The Setting of Examination Mode
The settings of this mode are based on the
contents and time of each course as required
by the Examination Bureau. Two course
levels can be set. First level consists of
P1(10 serves) and P1(30 seconds). Second
level consists of P2(10 serves) and P2(30
seconds). The mode is run repeatedly in the
order of P1(10 serves)→P1(30
seconds)→P2(10 serves)→P2(30
seconds). The requirements of both
levels must first be set and saved in P1 and
P2 under the Setting of Combinations of
Serves as described in the above section IX.
Press the Exam Set button. The lights for Exam Set,PCS and P1 are all illuminated. The
symbol
10 is shown on the digital display at the same time.
Press Start/Stop button to activate the mode.10 balls will be served as programmed
under P1.The robot will automatically stop when the displayed number counts down to 00.
The digital display will then turn and show 30 .The light for Min turns on and the
light for P1 remains lit.
Press the Start/Stop button.Balls will be served as programmed under P1 for 30 seconds.
The robot will automatically stop when the displayed number counts down to 00 .The
digital display will then turn and show 10.The lights for PCS and P2 will also turn
on.
Press the Start/Stop button. 10 Balls will be served as programmed under P2. The robot will
automatically stop when the displayed number counts down to 00 .The digital
display will then turn and show
30.The light for Min turns on and the light for P2
remains lit.
Press the Start/Stop button. Balls will be served as programmed under P2 for 30 seconds.
The robot will automatically stop when the displayed number counts down to 00.The
settings will then be reversed to that of step and the operation can be done repeatedly
through the steps
to .
Hints: All the serving parameters cannot be adjusted during the operation of the mode.
Adjustment of serving parameters should be done under the Program Mode before the Exam
mode is set.

XI. Reset of Factory Recommended Parameters
Landing point button 5

Fixed/Inbuilt mode button
Mixed Random mode button

Press and hold the above 3 buttons simultaneously for 2 seconds. The factory recommended
parameters are reset and restored.

speed, bottom-wheel speed

top-wheel

After use for 1 to 2 months, dust and dirt might gather in the ball running track
causing unusual ball movement . Remove all balls from the ball running track.
Clean the track with a wet cloth and spray some car cleansing wax(spray type) in
the track from the ball entranceand exit.

